A summary of focusing X ray polycapillary optics is presented including history, theory, modeling, and applications development. The focusing effects of polycapillary optics come from the overlap of the beams from thousands of small hollow glass tubes. Modeling efforts accurately describe optics performance to allow for system development in a wide variety of geometries. The focusing of X ray beams with polycapillary optics yields high gains in intensity and increased spatial resolution for a variety of clinical, lab-based, synchrotron or in situ analysis applications.
Introduction
Polycapillary optics are arrays of small hollow glass tubes. X rays are guided down these curved and tapered tubes by multiple reflections in a manner analogous to the way fiber optics guide light. They differ from single-bore capillaries and X ray mirrors in that the focusing or collecting effects come from the overlap of the beams from thousands of channels, rather than from a few surfaces. Generally, this results in relatively efficient collection, especially from large divergent sources such as conventional X ray tubes, but does not produce submicron beam spot sizes.
The potential for guiding X rays down single-capillary tubes by total reflection was noted in the 1950s [1, 2] and measured in the 1960s [3] and 70s [4] [5] [6] . The invention of polycapillary optics by Kumakhov was built on this work [7] [8] [9] [10] and inspiration from ion channeling and channeling radiation [11] . A theoretical review of the potential for polycapillary optics and prototype testing was published in 1990 [12] .
In November of 1990, the Center for X Ray Optics (CXO) at the University at Albany was jointly founded with the Institute for Roentgen Optical Systems (IROS) in Moscow as part of an agreement between Kumakhov and the late Gibson to jointly develop the technology [13] [14] [15] both at these institutes and at a jointly founded company, X Ray Optical Systems (XOS). Early work at CXO [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and IROS [22] [23] [24] [25] was concerned with developing techniques for systematic measurements and of investigating the potential for application development. In 2001, Gibson retired from the university and moved to XOS. Kumakhov also worked in commercialization of the optics with other companies, especially with Unisantis. Over the years, many more groups have contributed to the worldwide development of the optics. Not every group can be mentioned here, but more than two dozen are cited in this paper. In addition, while in the discussion of the behavior of the optics, example data has largely been drawn from CXO, in many cases similar data could have been obtained from almost any of the other groups.
Polycapillary optics are well suited for clinical, in situ, or laboratory-based applications such as X ray fluorescence and X ray diffraction, especially on small samples [26, 27] . Because they are based on reflection, not diffraction, they are achromatic, appropriate for broadband applications, including white beam synchrotron focusing and collection of astronomical signals for spectroscopy.
X rays can be transmitted down a curved hollow tube as long as the tube is small enough, and bent gently enough, to keep the angles of incidence less than the critical angle for total reflection, θ c . The critical angle for borosilicate glass is approximately
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Figure 1: X rays traveling in a bent capillary tube. The trajectory of the ray entering at the top at grazing incidence is projected onto the page, but in three dimensions will "toboggan" in a constant radius spiral. The X ray entering at the bottom (closest to the center of curvature) strikes at a larger angle.
Figure 2: Sketch of the interior channels of a monolithic polycapillary optic with a short input and longer output focal length.
which is approximately 1.7
• for 1 keV photons and 0.086 • for 20 keV photons. The angles are somewhat larger for leaded glass.
As shown in Figure 1 , the angle of incidence for rays entering a bent tube increases with tube diameter. The requirement that the incident angles remain less than the critical angle necessitates the use of small channel sizes, typically between 2 and 50 μm, although research for submicron channel sizes is reported in Section 5.6. The optics are produced by pulling large diameter glass tubes to create small diameter tubes, stacking and pulling them together, and repeating. The final pull is designed to create a section with the desired shape, from which the ends are cut away, as shown in Figure 2. 
Alignment and Transmission with Tube Sources
Standard techniques have been developed for aligning and characterizing polycapillary optics with tube sources [17-19, 24, 28-30] . The optic is typically first rough aligned by determining the location and direction of the most intense part of the X ray cone emitted from the tube source. This can be accomplished by placing two washers in the path, as shown in Figure 3 . The first washer is translated until the image of the washer is centered in the most intense part of the beam. The second washer is then translated until the two images are concentric, as shown in Figure 4 . Lasers can then be aligned to the two washers to provide a rough beam axis. To begin alignment, the optic is placed near the source, as shown in Figure 5 . Then, depending on the source geometry, either the source or the optic is translated in the two dimensions perpendicular to the optic axis in small steps, producing a measurement of intensity versus relative source position, as shown in Figure 6 [29] . Alternatively, the optic may be rotated in two dimensions [28] . In order to determine the focal length of the optic, scans are repeated at increasing distances from the source. When the source is away from the focal point, the intensity is low and the scan is broad. Near the focal point, the plots are symmetric and Gaussian, which indicates good alignment of the source, optic, and detector. At the focal distance, the ratio of the width of the scan curve to the optic-to-source distance, called the source scan angle,
should be a minimum, as shown in Figure 7 . At the focal point, the maximum source size that is captured by the optic is approximately
where f is the input focal length of the optic and θ c is the critical angle for reflection. Rays originating from outside this range are incident on the optic channels at too high an angle to be reflected. Smaller sources allow for smaller input focal lengths and hence higher beam intensity. Transmission is the ratio of the number of photons passing along the channels to the number incident on the front face of the optic. Transmission with respect to the source-optic distance is also shown in Figure 7 . The highest transmission and the lowest source angle occur at incident angle for a input beam can be estimated from the channel size and bending radius, as shown in Figure 9 , using
where R is the radius of curvature of the channel and c is the channel diameter. R can be estimated from the length of the optic as in Figure 10 by where L is the length of the optic and φ is the capture angle, found from the radius of the optic, r, and the focal length, f ,
For the optic measured in Figure 8 , c = 10 μm, and R ≈ 2.7 m, giving a maximum incident angle of 2.7 mrad, equal to the critical angle for 11 keV photons. At 10 keV, the transmission is 50%, nearly the full fraction of the front face not filled by glass walls, but the transmission drops rapidly with energy as the critical angle decreases below the maximum incident angle.
Divergence and Focal Spot Size
As shown in Figure 11 , the output from a polycapillary focusing optic has both global divergence, α, and local divergence, β. Even for a collimating optic, where the channels are parallel on output (α = 0), the output divergence, β, is not zero, but is approximately given by the critical angle and therefore is dependent on the X ray energy [32] . The local divergence and transmission losses will result in a beam spot which is less intense than the emission spot on the anode. This is consistent with the second law of thermodynamics, which requires that the photon state density in phase space cannot increase, as sketched in Figure 12 .
The total divergence, α + β, at a energy of a Bragg peak can be estimated by rotating a high quality crystal in the beam and measuring the angular width of the peak, as shown in Figure 13 [33] . The inherent width of the Bragg peak is typically a few eV [34, 35] , so that the angular width, given by Bragg's law, is
usually less than 100 μrad. Since the Darwin width and mosaicity of the crystal are typically also much smaller than the exit divergence from the optic, the measurement yields the divergence directly. Using collimating optics, the local divergence, β, has been measured and typically is ∼1.3θ c . The factor 1.3 is an experimentally determined parameter that arises from the fact that most of the beam has a divergence less than the maximum divergence of 2θ c produced by reflection at the critical angle. Unlike the case for pinhole collimation, the local divergence of the beam does not depend on the source size, although it should be remembered, as noted in (3), that large sources may not be efficiently captured by the optic. The global divergence can be found separately from the slope of a plot of the beam size versus distance from the optic, as shown in Figure 14 . In that instance, an imaging detector was used. However, near the focal point, the spot size can be small compared to the resolution of the imaging detector. The spot can be measured using a knife edge technique as shown in Figures 15, 16 , and 17, or by scanning a small pinhole across the beam. Better accuracy in determining the focal spot size requires insuring that the knife edge or detector plane is perpendicular to the beam axis [30] .
Assuming perfect overlap, the spot size at the focal point is determined by the spot size from each individual capillary channel, which depends on channel size, c, output focal length, f , and local divergence, β, as shown in Figure 18 , as
The critical angle, θ c , at 20 keV is 1.5 mrad. Using β ∼ 1.3θ c , an optic with c = 3.4 μm and f out = 9 mm has a predicted spot size of 18 μm. An intensity distribution measurement, by the pinhole technique, gave an FWHM of 21 μm [37] . Because of the divergence from each channel, optics with smaller focal lengths have smaller spot sizes, as do measurements at higher photon energies. Focusing the beam increases the intensity, for example, onto a small sample, compared to pinhole collimation. While for some systems higher intensity could be achieved by simply moving the sample closer to the source, there are generally geometric constraints which limit the minimum distance. If a comparison is made between a pinhole with a diameter σ constrained to be at a distance L from a conventional source, and an optic with focal spot size σ focused at the pinhole location L, the gain is given by
where d optic is input diameter of the optic, T is the transmission, and f in is the input focal length. Measured gains are in good agreement with this computation [32] .
X-Ray Optics and Instrumentation [38] . The spot size was measured using the knife edge technique. The gain was calculated as for (9) Similarly, polycapillary optics can be used to focus synchrotron beams. For example, Table 1 shows the result of focusing white beam bending magnet radiation using a 5 mm diameter optic with a 17 mm focal length. The measured gain for a 350 μm sample was ∼100x, and the calculated gain through a 10 μm pinhole for this optic was more than 1000 [38] . Polycapillary optics have been installed on beamlines at BESSY [39] , Hasylab [40] [41] [42] , and ESRF [43] , generally for micro X ray Fluorescence (μXRF) but also for a variety of other applications, including spectroscopy. More discussion of applications is included in Section 6.
Energy Filtering
The dependence of the critical angle for reflection on photon energy results in an energy-dependent transmission, as shown in Figure 8 . Thus, capillary optics can be used as a low pass filter, using the same principle as for the mirrors commonly used for synchrotron and plasma facilities. With this low pass filter, higher-order harmonics can be removed from the output of a crystal monochromator [44] or from conventional sources for energy-dispersive X ray diffractometry and reflectometry [45] . With the optics, high anode voltages can be used to increase the intensity of the characteristic lines without increasing the high energy background. An example of the effect of a polycapillary optic designed to pass 8 keV Cu Kα radiation is shown in Figure 19 [32] . The optic slightly reduces the Cu Kβ 9 keV peak and suppresses the high energy bremsstrahlung. For low resolution diffraction applications, the energy filtration provided by the optic allowed the monochromator to be replaced with a simple nickel absorption filter to remove the Kβ peak.
Simulations and Defect Analysis
In order to assess optics defects and also to predict performance in a variety of geometries for applications development, a number of computer codes have been developed to simulate X ray transport in polycapillary optics. Modeling of polycapillary optics requires manipulation of relatively complex geometries compared to one or two bounce mirror optics. Further, because of the multiple reflections, the total throughput, the transmission, is more sensitive to roughness and other optics defects. Early modeling was based on an algorithm developed for ion channeling [46] , and included a projection of the three-dimensional geometry onto a moving planar cross-section of the optic channel [17] . Very good agreement was found between simulation and experimental results [47] [48] [49] for transmission, absorption, and exit divergence, a wide range of X ray energies, source geometries, and optics lengths, channel sizes, and bend radii.
The realization of numerous applications has been advanced by the development of simulation analyses which allow for increasingly accurate assessment of optics defects. These computer codes, like Shadow [50] are generally based on Monte Carlo simulations of geometrical optics trajectories and provide essential information on performance, design and potential applications of polycapillary optics [51] [52] [53] . Generally, a point is selected on the source and the optic face, the ray is propagated until it hits the channel wall surface, a computation is performed of the angle of incidence and hence reflectivity, and the ray, if reflected, is propagated along the channel. If the capillary channel has a complex shape versus distance along the optic axis, the computation of the point of incidence is usually performed by iteration or approximation, and the computation of the surface normal can be complicated.
Some simulations allow for optics defects, discussed below, including roughness, waviness of the capillary walls, channel blockage and profile error to be taken into account. While characterizing these defects could introduce a large number of fitting parameters, the defects create different signatures in different energy and source geometry regimes, and so can be assessed almost independently. Optics performance over a range of energy from 10 to 80 keV, including multiple datasets of transmission as a function of source position and energy, can often be matched with one or two fitting parameters, as shown in Figures 20 and 21 [55, 56] . For submicron channels, wave effects become significant, as discussed in Section 5.6. The open area tends to decrease with channel size because of surface tension effects during the drawing of the glass. If it is not known, it can be used as an overall multiplicative fitting parameter independent of photon energy and source location.
Bending and Profile Error.
Bending the channels increases the X ray incidence angles, as shown in Figure 1 .
Because the critical angle, θ c , is inversely proportional to the X ray photon energy, bending the channels decreases the X ray transmission down the channels most significantly at higher photon energies. Experimental data taken on a nominally straight fiber (i.e. a thin, straight polycapillary optic) are shown in Figure 22 compared to a CXO simulation [55, 56] which includes otherwise perfect channels with a slight bending. A bending radius smaller than 100 m would underestimate the high energy transmission. Thus the limit on unintentional bending can be estimated solely from the transmission at the highest photon energies. Unintentional bending is consequently unimportant for lower photon energies or channels of an optic which have smaller deliberate bending radii. Simulations with smaller deliberate bending in different shapes also show good agreement to measurements [17] .
Waviness.
Midrange spatial frequency slope errors, that is surface oscillations with wavelengths shorter than the capillary length and longer than the wavelength of the roughness, are often called waviness, ripple, or surface oscillations. The detailed shape of the channel walls is unknown, but waviness can be modeled as a random tilt of the glass wall. Waviness is then implemented by changing the surface normal after the point of impact of the ray has been determined. For the CXO simulation, the distribution of surface angles in the glass is assumed to be Gaussian with width w [55, 56] . For high quality glass and photon energies less than 200 keV, w is much smaller than the critical angle, θ c . Most borosilicate and lead glass optics have simulation fitting parameters which give a Gaussian width for the waviness of 0.12-0.15 mrad. This is in agreement with the directly measured slope variance of the Cornell group [57] .
Consideration should be taken in the simulation of the fact that rays are more likely to impact a surface that is tilted toward the ray rather then tilted away [55] . The effect of waviness on fiber transmission is shown in Figure 23 . Waviness decreases the transmission a midrange energies, where bending has little effect. The value of the waviness can be estimated from the midrange transmission data alone. Waviness also causes a reduction in the width of source scans at those energies. A simulation fit including waviness and bending for a single 0.5 mm diameter fiber with 10 μm channels is shown in Figure 20 [54] .
If the input X ray beam has small local divergence, for example, from a very small spot source, the waviness increases the average angle of reflection and thus the average angle at which X rays exit the fiber. For example, for the case of a small source with a local divergence of 2.4 mrad, a simulation at 8 keV with no channel wall defects produces a divergence less than the critical angle. For a simulation including a typical waviness of 0.15 mrad, the divergence grows to 3.9 mrad, which matches the measured value [56] . In a geometry in which the number of bounces per photon is small, the output divergence can remain smaller than the critical angle.
Roughness.
Roughness is small-scale fluctuations of the glass surface [58, 59] . If the surface can be described as [55] . At the highest energies, a radius of less 100 m will not fit the data. The best fit bending radius will be slightly larger and should be determined after the simulation fitting for waviness is determined.
deviating locally from some average smooth surface by an amount Z(x), then the effects are described in terms of roughness correlations which are given in terms of the correlation function g(x),
which has an rms amplitude Z and correlation length s. Roughness causes a decrease in reflectivity which depends on both parameters, but becomes relatively insensitive to changes in correlation length for large lengths [58] . Simulations typically use a value for s in the long length range and fit the roughness amplitude alone. For example, the correlation length for the data in Figure 24 was chosen as 6 μm to bring the roughness height into an agreement with atomic force microscopy (AFM) data of similar fibers. Roughness only slightly decreases the specular reflectivity at low angles and so has almost no impact on the transmission spectra of the optics. However, roughness becomes increasingly important X-Ray Optics and Instrumentation [55, 56] . For the data at 10 keV, a roughness height of 0.5 nm fits the data well.
under circumstances in which the angle and number of reflections increases, for example in source scans, as shown in Figure 24 . Thus, it is often only necessary to include roughness in the model if the application is one for which off axis photons are important.
Absorption: Blockage and Halo.
Another defect that is seen occasionally in borosilicate glass optics, and more prevalently in lead glass fibers, [47, 60] is a drop in transmission at low energies, as shown in Figure 25 . Reasonable agreement is obtained over the whole range of photon energies by assuming that a layer of glass of the same composition as the channel walls blocks the channels. This glass could be dust left from the cutting process or from crystallites which have formed in the channels during drawing [61] . An increase in required layer thickness with fiber length is consistent with a stochastic random model of glass inclusions. This random probability of glass inclusions would cause the transmission to drop exponentially with optic length, as shown in Figure 26 [47] . Because of the increased processing at high temperatures, and the dust which can be induced into the channels due to the process of cutting a shaped optic, the transmission decrease at low energies is also occasionally observed for finished borosilicate optics, as shown in Figure 27 .
Conversely, for a focusing optic it can be important that the halo of the unfocussed beam be removed completely by absorption in the glass walls of the optic [62] . Typically the optics are packaged in housings which contain absorptive materials, but unless care is taken in design, the focal spot may be surrounded by a "cut through" halo approximately equal to the diameter of the housing aperture [63] [64] [65] . In such cases the spot size from the optic is generally larger than predicted by (8) and does not decrease with photon energy. The expected transmission of the walls of the optic is
where f is the fractional open area, (1 − f ) is the fraction filled with glass, μρ is the absorption coefficient of the glass, and x is the path length across the optic [66] . 
Wave Modeling and Nanocapillaries.
Most simulations of polycapillary optics use simple geometric ray tracing. For coherence and wave effects to be important, the wavefront must be partially coherent over the capillary channel diameter. The transverse coherence width from a source of diameter s at a distance D for a wavelength λ is
For a conventional source with λ = 0.16 nm (8 keV), s = 200 μm, and D = 50 mm, the coherence width is only about 40 nm and the typical criterion for the use of geometrical optics is well satisfied. Certain effects due to the capillary structure of the optics can still be seen in this regime [67, 68] . Coherence effects could be seen from a small part of an area of array of capillaries, even if each acts as an incoherent source, if the propagation distance is large enough to satisfy (12) . For example, if two neighboring capillaries act as a source of size s = 2d c , the transverse coherence of the combined source for two 5 μm capillaries will be 100 μm at a distance of 8 m for 10 keV X rays. For a 5 μm source at 1 m, the coherence width of the source is 30 μm, and interference effects might be observed between neighboring channels. To use waveguide modeling for transport down a capillary channel, the number of waveguide modes excited by the beam must be small. The number of modes is approximately [69] 
where d c is the diameter of a channel. For a channel size of 5 μm, and a wavelength of 0.16 nm, the number of modes is in the tens of thousands. However, this is reduced if consideration is made of the fact that only incident angles less than the critical angle are important, so the effective transverse wavelength is
Because both the critical angle and the wavelength increase inversely with photon energy, the effective wavelength is roughly independent of X ray photon energy and is about 40 nm. For a 5 μm channel, this still results in hundreds of modes, but a small number of modes are present for capillaries with diameters in the submicron regime. Waveguide theory has been developed for coherent sources [69] , partially coherent sources and short pulse sources [70] . Measurements for coherent sources and small channels have been performed and are consistent with wave-based calculations [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] .
Applications

X Ray Fluorescence and Spectrometry.
Focusing polycapillary optics are widely used [76] [77] [78] [79] in X ray fluorescence (XRF) and spectrometry (XRS) because of the large intensity increase compared to pinhole collimation and the resulting more flexible system design. These allow for in situ and rapid throughput systems [80, 81] as well as medical [82] , and portable monitoring systems [83] [84] [85] . The smooth beam shape potentially allows for easier analysis. A large body of current work is concentrated on the issues of quantitative analysis, especially for irregularly shaped objects [86] [87] [88] . A typical geometry for conventional sources is shown in Figure 28 . Rastering the sample then allows for spatial mapping. An example of the results from a volcanic inclusion is shown in Figure 29 . Polycapillary focusing optics are also used on several synchrotron beam lines [39] [40] [41] for XRF, absorption spectroscopy [43] , and micro XRF tomography [89, 90] . Instead of using the focusing optic on the excitation side, many groups use a focusing optic to collect the fluorescence radiation from the sample in conventional, synchrotron beam [91] , proton beam [92] , and particle-induced X ray emission (PIXE) [93, 94] systems.
Confocal systems such as that sketched in Figure 30 three-dimensional spatial resolution. There are a growing number of confocal systems, [42, 95, 96] including multiple beam confocal systems [97] .
There are also a rising number of multiple optics combinations [98] , including pairing polycapillary optics with Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors for XRF and a toroidal mirror for EXAFS [99] .
Single Crystal Diffraction.
Significant reduction in data collection times for single crystal diffraction can be achieved with polycapillary optics [100] [101] [102] [103] . An image recorded in just 20 seconds is shown in Figure 31 [100] . For focused beam diffraction, the volume of reciprocal space that is accessed in a single measurement is greatly increased compared to parallel beam geometries. The local divergence from the optic, for example, 0.19
• at 8 keV, is less than the ω crystal oscillations typically employed to increase the density of reflections captured in a single image in protein crystallography, so a gentle focus does not significantly broaden the spots. Figure 32 displays a sketch of the diffraction condition for a single crystal with a monochromatic convergent beam. Diffraction conditions are satisfied for the two incident beam directions, k 0 and k 1 , when they make the same angle with the reciprocal lattice vector, G. Thus, changing from k 0 to k 1 rotates the diffraction triangle of k 0 , G, and k f about the vector G by an angle φ [100] . This results in the diffracted beam, k f , moving to trace out a tangential line on the detector as shown in Figure 33 . The maximum value of φ is the convergence angle. There is no broadening in the transverse direction.
The effects of the one-dimensional streaking are shown in Figure 34 for a lysozyme diffraction pattern taken with a 2.1
• focusing angle [103] . Serious overlap problems were not encountered except in low index directions. However, for cell dimensions >200Å, the diffraction spots are not completely separated. Patterns with smaller convergence angles can be analyzed with conventional software and give good results [100, 104] .
Powder Diffraction.
Reductions in data collection time can also be obtained for powder diffraction. The symmetric beam profile and enhanced flux give improved particle and measurement statistics. While powder diffraction measurements are most commonly performed with collimating optics to reduce beam divergence, the nearly Gaussian peaks produced by the polycapillary optics provide uncertainties in peak center localization which is much less than the peak widths [33] . Thus the peak location uncertainty for powder diffraction are much smaller than the beam angle, even for highly convergent beams [36] . Polycapillary optics are also used in synchrotron systems, for example, to evaluate stresses in steel [105] and in other confocal geometries [106] . Figure 35 : Focusing optic used to collect both the external beam used for computed tomography and the emission from the internal radiation emitted from the radioactively tagged pharmaceutical to produce registered images.
Medical Therapy and Small
scatter rejection in radiography [14, 28, 47] . Beam shaping is particularly intriguing for small animal imaging. An example of a focusing optic used to collect combined computed tomography (CT) and micro Single Particle Emissision CT (SPECT) images is shown in Figure 35 [107, 108] . Collecting both the external CT beam and the scintigraphy image with a single optic decreases registration error when combining scintigraphy images from a conventional γ camera with CT data. Polycapillary optics could also be used to shape focused beams with the potential for orthovoltage therapy. Conventional X ray radiation therapy is performed with high energy X ray or gamma radiation. High-energy photons are chosen to minimize the absorbed skin dose relative to the dose at the tumor, although energies as low as 100 keV are employed in orthovoltage modalities. The choice of high energies to reduce skin dose is necessary because, in an unfocused beam, the intensity is highest near the point of entry. As an alternative method, polycapillary optics have been tested for their potential to provide a beam of lower energy X rays focused at the tumor site [109] .
Neutron beams can also be focused by polycapillary optics [110] [111] [112] . A focused neutron beam could be used in boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT), based on the selective delivery of a boronated pharmaceutical to cancerous tissue followed by irradiation with thermal neutrons [113] [114] [115] . This procedure could be useful in treating near surface regions such as ocular melanomas.
6.5. Astronomy. Polycapillary optics can also be used to focus parallel beam radiation for astrophysical applications. The transmission of a 3 cm square multifiber optic developed for astrophysical applications is shown as a function of photon energy in Figure 36 [116, 117] . Polycapillary optics could be used to collect broadband radiation and redirect it to a spectroscopic detector.
Radiation Resistance.
Because the X ray optical properties of materials depend on total electron density, the optical constants are insensitive to changes in electronic state. While color centers form rapidly in glass during exposure to intense radiation, the blackening of the glass is not indicative of a change in the X ray transmission of a polycapillary optic. Thin fibers exposed to intense beams do undergo reversible deformation due to nonuniform densification in the radiation beam. In addition, radiation-enhanced diffusion causes crystallites to grow into the channels and cause a decrease in low energy performance similar to that of Figure 27 . However, rigid optics annealed in situ at 100 C, were shown to withstand in excess of 2 MJ/cm 2 of white beam bending magnet radiation without measurable change in performance at 8 keV [61, 118] .
Summary
The focusing of X ray beams with polycapillary optics yields high gains in intensity and increased spatial resolution for a variety of clinical, lab-based, synchrotron, or in situ analysis applications. Modeling efforts accurately describe optics performance to allow for system modeling in a wide variety of geometries.
